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ABSTRACT

We analysed an extended time series of high-resolution spectra of the δ Sct star WASP-33 with the aim to determine the eﬀect of its
planet WASP-33b. We found ten frequencies in the measured radial velocities. Three of them we can attribute to previously observed
photometric oscillations due to non-radial pulsations. One frequency exactly agrees with the orbital period of the planet. The semiamplitude of the corresponding variation is 304 ± 20 m s−1 . This finding allows us to give a new estimate of the mass of WASP-33b
of 2.1 ± 0.2 Jupiter masses. Its mean density probably is at least 0.6 g cm−3 , a value that can be expected for a planet of its mass that
orbits an A-type star in 1.22 d.
Key words. planets and satellites: fundamental parameters – planets and satellites: gaseous planets – planetary systems –

stars: variables: δ Scuti

1. Introduction
Up to now, most surveys of extrasolar planets have concentrated
on stars of solar-type or later. Our knowledge of the properties of planets of stars more massive than the Sun is limited.
Studying such objects would help us to better understand the
formation and evolution of planets. An important prediction of
planet formation models is that more massive stars have a higher
frequency of massive planets. Studies of giant stars apparently
confirm these results (Johnson et al. 2010, 2013; Lloyd 2011;
Schlaufman & Winn 2013). However, models also predict that
close-in planets of massive stars are rare because the life-time
of the disks of such stars could be too short for the planets to
migrate inwards (e.g. Currie 2009; Alibert et al. 2011). The observation of close-in planets of A-type stars thus constrains the
speed with which planets migrate. Another interesting aspect is
that A-stars are much brighter than solar-like stars and exhibit
stronger winds (Babel 1995; Simon et al. 2002). The investigation of close-in planets also constrains models of the evaporation
and inflation of planets (Ehrenreich & Désert 2011), and they are
important for testing the mass-radius relation of the exoplanets
(e.g. Batygin et al. 2011; Enoch et al. 2012).
For all these studies the radii and masses of close-in planets
of A-stars are needed, which can be best measured for transiting
planets. Up to now, we know of only 16 planets that orbit stars
of more than 1.5 M and have an orbital period shorter than
ten days. Apart from WASP-33 (=HD 15082) and Kepler-13b
(Shporer et al. 2011), all these planets are orbiting F-stars,
or even sub-giants, not A-stars. Unfortunately, Kepler-13b is a
triple star, and it is not known which of its components hosts
the planet. Thus, WASP-33b is the only known transiting planet
of an A-star for which we can determine the mass and radius
in order to determine whether close-in planets of A-stars have
particularly low densities or not.
WASP-33 is a fast-rotating (v sin i ≈ 90 km s−1 ) δ Scuti star
of spectral type A5 that shows non-radial p-mode oscillations
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with a photometric semi-amplitude of about 0.1% (e.g. Herrero
et al. 2011). It was discovered within the transit survey of the
WASP project (Pollacco et al. 2006) by Christian et al. (2006)
to show planet-like transits with a period of 1.22 d. WASP-33b,
the first short-period planet of an A-type star, was finally confirmed by Collier Cameron et al. (2010, CC10 hereafter). CC10
derived from their combined photometric-spectroscopic analysis the mass and radius of the star to be 1.50 M and 1.44 R ,
respectively, and the radius of the planet to be 1.50 RJ . For the
mass of the planet, they derived an upper limit of 4.1 MJ . Sada
et al. (2012) re-observed the transit in the z-band and improved
the ephemeris. They derived a radius of the planet that agrees
well with that given in CC10.
WASP-33b has a short orbital period of 1.219868 ±
0.00001 d (von Essen et al. 2014) and a separation of
only 3.68 stellar radii, which makes it one of the hottest planets known. Its thermal emission was measured by several authors. Smith et al. (2011) detected the secondary transit photometrically at 0.91 μm with a depth of 0.109%, corresponding
to a brightness temperature of 3600 K. Deming et al. (2012)
detected the secondary eclipse at 2.15, 3.6, and 4.5 μm, using
the 2.1 m telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory and observations with (warm) Spitzer. Their measurements can be reproduced with a model atmosphere that is carbon-rich, non-inverted,
and has a temperature of 3400 K at a level of one bar. The measurements also fit a model with solar composition that has an inverted temperature structure and a temperature of about 2700 K.
Finally, de Mooij et al. (2013) derived a brightness temperature of 3270+115
−160 K from Ks-band observations using the LIRIS
instrument on the William Herschel Telescope.
Recent investigations of WASP-33 were performed by
Kovács et al. (2013, K13 hereafter) and von Essen et al. (2014,
vE14 hereafter) , where vE14 included pulsation in their transit
analysis. K13 presented 12 radial-velocity (RV) measurements
from which they derived a mass of Mp = 3.18 ± 0.82 MJ . Here,
we investigate the RVs of the star to determine the eﬀect of
the planet and to derive more precise estimates of its mass and
density.
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Fig. 1. Part of the time series of diﬀerential LSD profiles from the observations in 2013, horizontally arranged in a running order. The vertical
axis spans ±150 km s−1 . The RME was covered in two nights, which is
indicated by the two white arrows.

2. Observations
The time series of high-resolution spectra was observed in
October and November 2013 (248 spectra) in the framework of
a ground-based spectroscopic and photometric campaign organized around observations of WASP-33 with the MOST satellite (Walker et al. 2003) and later in January and February 2015
(39 spectra). All spectra were taken with the Coude-Echellespectrograph attached to the 2 m Alfred Jensch Telescope of
the Thüringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg. They have a typical
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 90, a resolving power of 32 000,
and cover the wavelength range 470 to 740 nm. The exposure
time was 10 min. We used standard MIDAS routines for the
spectrum reduction. This included bias-subtraction, flat-fielding,
optimum extraction of the echelle orders, wavelength calibration
using a ThAr lamp, corrections for instrumental shifts by using a
larger number of telluric O2 -lines, and normalisation to the local
continuum.

Fig. 2. Periodograms (logarithmic plots) calculated with Period04.
From top to bottom: original data, after subtracting the long-term trend,
after also subtracting f2 , and after subtracting all 10 frequencies.
Table 1. Results of the frequency search.

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8
f9
f10

f (c d−1 )
0.010(6)
0.8199(2)
1.3935(3)
21.06340(7)
6.9347(1)
1.19(2)
25.0447(2)
8.6787(2)
33.1272(2)
20.2861(2)

Amplitude (km s−1 )
1(2)
0.30(4)
0.30(3)
0.21(2)
0.23(2)
0.16(4)
0.13(2)
0.12(2)
0.13(2)
0.12(2)

SN
48.4
20.4
18.7
8.5
9.2
9.8
4.9
4.9
4.8
4.5

Notes. Errors are given in parentheses in units of the last digit.

4. Frequency search
3. Radial velocities
First, we used the least-squares deconvolution (LSD) technique
(Donati et al. 1997) to compute LSD profiles from the observed
spectra to determine the eﬀect of pulsations on the line profiles.
Figure 1 shows a part of the time series of diﬀerential LSD profiles after subtracting the mean profile. It illustrates the influence
of multi-mode non-radial pulsations on the line profiles. The corresponding bumps run from the upper left to the lower right. The
Rossiter-McLaughlin eﬀect (Rossiter 1924, RME hereafter) can
also be seen as the two short, bright streaks running from the
lower left to the upper right.
The strong line profile variation (LPV) arising from highdegree l modes disturb the basically Gaussian-like LSD profiles. We decided to use the cross-correlation with a synthetic
template spectrum that resembles the pulsationally undistorted
spectrum of WASP-33 for determing the RVs1 . The resulting
cross-correlation functions (CCFs) can be very well fitted by
Gaussians. The template was computed with SynthV (Tsymbal
1996), based on stellar parameters close to those given by CC10,
that is, T eﬀ = 7400 K, log g = 4.3, and [M/H] = 0.1. The CCFs
were calculated on the wavelength interval 4895–5672 Å. The
data set is very homogenous, and the error from fitting the CCFs
by Gaussians gave an almost constant internal error of 65 m s−1 .
1

The measured RVs are listed in Table 3.
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For the analysis, we used the program Period04 (Lenz & Breger
2005). The periodogram of the measured RVs is dominated by
the 1 d alias period (Fig. 2, top). The corresponding peak vanishes after subtracting a long-term frequency, f1 , showing the
highest peak below 1 c d−1 and resulting from the slight deviation between the mean values of the data groups. Next, we find
f2 = 0.82 c d−1 . Its 1 d alias at 1.82 c d−1 and some peaks at lower
frequencies can also be seen (Fig. 2, second panel), most of them
introduced by the window function of the data. These peaks vanish after subtracting f2 (Fig. 2, third panel). Applying the empirical S/N criterion by Breger et al. (1993), we continued the successive pre-whitening as long as the newly found frequency had
a S/N > 4. The bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows the periodogram of
the residuals. Table 1 lists the results. The errors were calculated
from a Monte Carlo simulation based on 10 000 artificial data
sets.
Frequency f2 corresponds to a period of 1.2197 ± 0.0003 d
and agrees with the orbital period of the planet within 1σ. A
crucial test for whether we really found the reflex motion of
the star that is caused by the planet is a comparison of the
phase of the calculated RV contribution with the photometric
orbit of the star. We used the RVs cleaned of all frequencies
but f2 to fit the orbit. The periods agree very well, we obtain
1.2199 ± 0.0006 d compared to 1.219868 ± 0.00001 derived by
vE14. To compare the transit time, T 0 , we set the orbital period to the period known from photometry. The resulting T 0 of

H. Lehmann et al.: Mass of WASP-33b
Table 2. Mass, density, and orbital separation of WASP-33b based on
our K-value and the data given by CC10, S11 (Smith et al. 2011),
and K13.

Ms /M
Rs /R
Rp /RJ
i (◦ )
Mp /MJ
ρp (g cm−3 )
a/Rs

Fig. 3. RVs from the spectra taken in 2013 (open circles) and 2015
(filled squares). a) Original RV data folded with f2 ; b) RVs after subtracting all frequency contributions but not f2 , folded with f2 ; c) as b)
but for f3 , the solid lines show the best fitting orbital curve; d) as b) but
for f1 , the crosses represent phase-binned values.

2 455 507.5218 ± 0.0002 agrees with the photometric value of
2 455 507.5222 ± 0.0003 to within 1σ.
From Fig. 3a we see that f2 can already be found in the
raw RV data. Figure 3b shows the phase diagram calculated
from our best-fit orbital solution together with the best-fitting
orbital RV-curve. An over-plotted orbital curve based on the
ephemeris given by vE14 cannot be distinguished from this best
fit by eye. The semi-amplitude of the orbital RV curve follows to
K = 304 ± 20 m s−1 , the same value as obtained from the multifrequency fit (Table 1). Frequencies f4 and f10 are close to those
found by vE14 in the photometry of the star, also f9 if it is the
1 d alias of 34.1252 c d−1 found by these authors. Frequency f6
corresponds to the rotation period of WASP-33 of 0.84 d, as expected from the given radius and v sin i of the star. The high S/N
frequency f3 was not found by any of the photometric studies.
We suspect that it is an alias period introduced by the time sampling of our data. The corresponding period of 0.72 d is approximately the mean daytime gap between consecutive nightly runs.
This assumption is supported by the phase plot shown in Fig. 3c,
where all spectra taken in 2013 are arranged in a straight line.
From Fig. 3d we see that f1 and the related amplitude are very
uncertain and do not allow for the determination of a dedicated
long-term variation.

5. Mass and density of the planet
We used the spectroscopic mass function to derive the mass of
the planet. Input parameters were the measured K-value, the very
precisely known orbital period, the mass of the star, and the orbital inclination. From the calculated mass of the planet Mp and
its radius Rp , we directly obtain its mean density.

CC10

S11

1.495 ± 0.031
1.444 ± 0.034
1.497 ± 0.045
87.7 ± 1.8
2.09 ± 0.17
0.88 ± 0.15
3.80 ± 0.03

1.512 ± 0.04
+0.060
1.512−0.054
+0.073
1.501−0.064
+2.1
84.9−1.7
2.12 ± 0.18
0.88 ± 0.20
3.65 ± 0.03

K13
+0.045
1.561−0.079
+0.016
1.509−0.027
+0.019
1.679−0.030
86.2 ± 0.2
2.16 ± 0.20
0.64 ± 0.09
3.69 ± 0.05

Mass and radius of WASP-33 as well as the radius of the
planet have been determined by three authors so far. Table 2
compares the masses and densities of the planet and its orbital
separations following from their data and our new K-value. The
given errors rely on the errors of Ms , K, P, i, and Rp and were
computed according to the propagation of errors when calculating Mp , ρp , and a. The masses of the star and the inclinations of
the orbit derived by the three authors agree well, and in all three
cases we obtain a planet mass of 2.1 ± 0.2 MJ . The mean density
of the planet is very sensitive to its derived radius. The values
based on CC10 and S11 agree well, but K13 obtained a planet
radius larger by about 10% and thus a distinctly lower density
follows.

6. Discussion
WASP-33b is the transiting planet orbiting one of the most massive stars known so far. Thus it is expected to be most aﬀected by
the heating, stellar wind, and tidal forces applied by its host star.
In the following we compare the density of WASP-33b with that
of other transiting exoplanets. We selected all transiting planets
for which a full characterisation of the planet and its host star
was available from the Extrasolar Planets Encyclopaedia2. From
these, we furthermore selected the 152 planets with Mp > 0.1
and eccentricity <0.1.
Figure 4 shows the density versus the mass of the planets.
A logarithmic, second-degree polynomial fit using 3σ-clipping
gives the solid line. The positions of WASP-33 based on our
newly determined mass (square) and the parameters given by
CC10 and K13 (triangle) are indicated in the figure. For the
comparison, we calculated the equilibrium temperatures T p of all
planets in a simplified way, using the equations given by Kane
& Gelino (2011), approximating the luminosity of the host stars
by the Stefan-Boltzmann law and assuming an albedo of 5% and
bounded rotation, as is typical for the close-in planets for all of
the planets. For WASP-33b we obtain T p ≈ 3200 K in this way,
which agrees well with the T p derived by de Mooij et al. (2013)
mentioned in the introduction.
Figure 5 shows the normalised deviation of the density from
the fit shown in Fig. 4, q = ρ(M)/ρmean (M) –1, versus the calculated equilibrium temperature. It shows a general trend of
the planets to have lower densities than typical for the corresponding mass for higher T p , but the scatter for low-mass planets is very large. We looked for a density range where a clear
trend can be seen and found that this is the case for planets
with Mp > 1.4 MJ . We indicate these 46 planets in Fig. 5 with
filled dots. The planetary and stellar parameters of this sample
comprise P = 0.8–34 d, Mp = 1.4–27 MJ , Rs = 0.8–1.7 R ,
2
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Fig. 4. Logarithmic plot of the density of transiting exoplanets versus
their mass. The solid line results from a polynomial fit. The positions of
WASP-33b according to CC10 (square) and K13 (triangle) are labelled.
The cross indicates the typical error bars.

Fig. 5. Deviation of the density from the mean value versus equilibrium
temperature for planets with M < 1.4 MJ (open circles) and M > 1.4 MJ
(filled circles). A polynomial fit and its 1σ confidence limits are shown
by the solid and the dotted lines, respectively.

Ms = 0.7–1.6 M , Rs = 0.7–2.3 R , and log g = 3.9–4.6.
WASP-33b lies within the 1σ confidence range of the thirddegree polynomial fit obtained for the higher-mass planets applying a 3σ clipping.
Unfortunately, we do not know the density-mass distribution
of short-period, non-inflated planets so that we cannot discuss
Figs. 4 or 5 in a quantitative way. There are only two planets
in this mass range observed so far, PH1-Kepler-64b (Schwamb
et al. 2013) and HAT-P-44c (Hartman et al. 2014), that have a
separation of more than 0.5 AU. The first one is a circumbinary planet in a four-star system, and we do not know the radius
of the second planet. Figure 5 shows, however, that WASP-33b
fits well into the empirical density-temperature distribution of
higher-mass transiting exoplanets.

respectively. Alternatively, taking the errors into account, we derived a range for the mean density of WASP-33b of between 0.6
and 1 g cm−3 .
Although WASP-33 is the hottest star to host a hot Jupiter
and WASP-33b is peculiar in the amount of tidal distortion
and radiation that it receives from its star, it fits the densitytemperature distribution observed for other short-term exoplanets very well. Its density lies within the range that is typical for
planets of its mass, separation, and spectral type of the host star.
In a next step, we plan to investigate the eﬀect of pulsation
on the WASP-33 spectra. We aim to derive more precise atmospheric parameters in this way and to perform an asteroseismic
analysis of the star.
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Table 3. Barycentric Julian dates at mean exposure and the radial velocities determined from cross-correlation with a synthetic template.
BJD
2 456 000+
584.431843
584.439494
584.447145
584.454795
584.462446
584.496602
584.504253
584.511904
584.519554
584.527205
584.534856
584.542507
584.550157
584.557808
584.565459
584.573109
584.580760
584.588411
584.596062
584.603712
584.611363
587.357707
587.365358
587.373009
587.380659
587.395961
587.403611
587.411262
587.418913
587.426563
587.434214
587.441865
587.449515
587.457166
587.464817
587.472467
587.480118
587.487769
587.495419
587.503070
587.510721
587.518371
587.550537
588.241747
588.249386
588.257037
588.264699
588.272350

RV
km s−1
–1.835
–1.296
–1.319
–1.640
–2.106
–1.696
–1.687
–1.950
–1.547
–1.395
–1.166
–1.583
–1.484
–1.704
–1.575
–1.864
–1.961
–2.373
–2.340
–2.017
–1.986
–1.972
–1.705
–1.572
–1.694
–1.977
–1.907
–1.995
–2.082
–1.559
–1.352
–1.491
–1.732
–1.958
–1.835
–1.909
–2.135
–1.373
–1.874
–2.487
–2.885
–2.189
–2.069
–1.372
–1.418
–1.739
–1.875
–1.181

BJD
2 456 000+
588.280001
588.287651
588.295302
588.302953
588.310603
588.318254
588.325905
588.515864
588.523514
588.531165
589.307840
589.315502
590.303906
590.311556
590.319207
590.326858
590.334508
590.342159
590.349810
590.357460
590.365122
590.372773
590.380424
590.388074
590.395725
590.403376
590.411026
590.418677
590.426328
590.433978
590.441629
590.449280
590.456930
590.464581
590.472231
590.479882
590.487533
590.495183
590.502834
590.577141
590.584792
593.269663
593.277314
593.284964
593.292615
593.300265
593.307916
593.329930

RV
km s−1
–1.030
–1.259
–1.727
–1.715
–2.090
–1.991
–1.531
–2.076
–1.768
–2.277
–1.312
–1.279
–1.261
–1.582
–1.007
–1.513
–1.405
–1.892
–1.690
–1.312
–1.755
–1.671
–1.380
–1.289
–1.872
–2.545
–2.307
–1.862
–1.531
–1.656
–1.681
–1.691
–1.791
–1.802
–1.067
–0.900
–2.022
–2.405
–2.278
–2.047
–2.278
–1.776
–2.187
–1.888
–2.173
–2.616
–2.258
–1.924

BJD
2 456 000+
593.368450
593.376100
593.383751
593.391402
593.399052
593.406703
593.414353
593.422004
593.429655
593.437305
593.444956
593.452606
608.256560
608.264211
608.271861
608.279512
608.287162
608.294813
608.302463
608.310125
608.317776
608.325426
608.333076
608.340727
608.348377
608.367324
608.374974
608.382625
608.390275
608.397926
608.405576
608.413226
608.420877
608.433030
608.440680
608.448330
608.455981
608.463643
608.471293
608.478944
608.486594
608.494244
608.501883
608.509534
608.517196
608.524846
608.532496
608.540147

RV
km s−1
–2.175
–1.973
–2.077
–2.607
–2.375
–2.604
–2.820
–2.768
–2.459
–2.362
–2.366
–2.522
–2.507
–2.297
–2.156
–2.051
–2.384
–2.234
–2.185
–2.225
–1.580
–1.674
–1.987
–1.883
–1.979
–1.889
–2.120
–2.588
–2.401
–3.063
–2.276
–1.914
–2.296
–2.092
–2.074
–1.707
–2.251
–1.715
–1.307
–1.893
–2.196
–2.217
–2.106
–1.935
–1.899
–1.763
–2.003
–3.023

BJD
2 456 000+
608.547797
608.555448
608.563098
608.570749
608.578399
608.586049
608.593700
608.601350
608.609001
608.616651
608.637148
610.198411
610.206061
610.213712
610.221362
610.229013
610.236663
610.244313
610.251964
610.259614
610.267265
610.274915
610.282565
610.290216
610.297866
610.305517
610.313167
610.320818
610.328468
610.336118
610.343769
610.351419
610.359070
610.366720
610.374370
610.382021
610.389671
610.397322
610.404972
610.412622
610.420273
610.427923
610.435574
610.443224
610.450874
610.458525
610.466175
610.473825

RV
km s−1
–2.671
–1.945
–1.106
–1.274
–2.145
–2.591
–2.474
–1.934
–1.810
–1.553
–1.952
–1.570
–1.280
–1.021
–1.372
–1.560
–1.851
–1.846
–2.154
–1.871
–2.287
–1.880
–1.671
–1.646
–1.933
–1.792
–1.717
–1.084
–1.922
–2.070
–2.100
–1.857
–1.848
–2.011
–2.118
–2.257
–2.353
–1.854
–1.851
–2.180
–2.562
–3.028
–2.713
–2.698
–2.258
–1.914
–2.863
–2.625

BJD
2 456 000+
610.481476
610.489126
610.496777
610.504427
610.512077
610.519728
610.527378
610.535029
610.542679
610.550329
610.557980
610.565642
610.573292
610.580942
610.588593
610.596243
610.603894
610.611555
610.619206
610.626856
610.634507
610.642157
610.649807
610.657458
610.665108
613.406386
613.414036
613.421698
613.429348
613.436999
613.444649
613.452299
613.459950
613.467600
613.475250
613.482901
613.490551
613.498201
613.505852
613.513502
613.521152
613.528803
613.536453
613.544103
613.551754
613.559404
613.567054
613.574705

RV
km s−1
–2.710
–2.106
–1.593
–2.109
–1.957
–2.105
–2.310
–2.413
–2.684
–2.233
–2.568
–3.001
–3.435
–3.364
–3.102
–2.526
–2.373
–2.427
–3.429
–3.291
–2.360
–1.992
–2.393
–2.411
–2.835
–2.041
–2.013
–2.023
–2.067
–2.704
–2.155
–1.813
–1.926
–2.580
–2.174
–2.123
–1.385
–1.548
–1.711
–1.490
–1.891
–1.933
–1.918
–1.885
–1.499
–2.569
–2.606
–2.432

BJD
2 456 000+
613.582355
613.590005
613.597656
613.605306
617.438123
617.445762
617.453401
617.461039
1050.274036
1050.283959
1054.270023
1054.280763
1054.291503
1054.323849
1054.334589
1054.345329
1054.356057
1054.366797
1054.377536
1054.388276
1054.399016
1055.263553
1055.274293
1055.285033
1055.295761
1055.306501
1055.317240
1055.327980
1055.338720
1057.263691
1057.274430
1062.221896
1062.232636
1062.243376
1062.254116
1062.264855
1062.275595
1062.286335
1065.311318
1065.322058
1065.332798
1065.343537
1065.354277
1065.365017
1065.375757
1065.386485
1065.397225

RV
km s−1
–2.618
–2.197
–1.988
–2.176
–1.526
–1.823
–1.728
–2.120
–2.765
–2.443
–3.364
–3.864
–2.770
–2.967
–2.798
–2.816
–1.953
–2.585
–3.433
–2.611
–2.714
–2.319
–2.517
–2.570
–2.574
–2.410
–2.670
–2.207
–2.819
–2.862
–3.253
–3.453
–2.205
–2.273
–3.346
–2.710
–2.060
–1.787
–2.505
–1.681
–1.732
–1.883
–2.816
–2.771
–2.557
–2.936
–2.855

Notes. The typical internal error of the Gaussian fit to the cross-correlation functions is 65 m s−1 .
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